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The confidence to add a new set of weights. The calm of natural-look materials. The comfort 
of striding across a dry floor after a sweat session. With the slip-resistant and impact-
absorbent flooring options in our Play Collection, your fitness center and recreational areas 
will empower guests to move confidently. 

Inspire movement with the Play Collection

Woodflex™

Performance
Our multi-purpose and rubber flooring picks 
compete with as much power as your athletes. 
High-intensity sports like basketball, volleyball, 
and Phys. Ed. get the home advantage on multi-
purpose flooring, and high-density rubber tiles 
stand up to cleats, spikes, and skate blades. 

Safety & Wellness
Create a healthy environment that promotes 
sure-footed motion and clean air with slip-
resistant multi-purpose and pool and locker room 
flooring. Pair with our Arrival Collection entrance 
systems to improve indoor air quality.

Durability
High heels, sneakers, cheer team, bleachers – all 
the elements of school life can play together 
on the same floor, thanks to our multi-purpose 
and rubber flooring picks that retain their color 
and integrity for long-lasting wear. You can even 
double the lifespan of some of our rubber tiles 
with reversible designs. 

Simple Maintenance
Skip conditioning day with multi-purpose flooring 
that never needs sanding or refinishing, antifungal 
pool and locker room flooring, and an entrance 
system that traps dirt and debris to minimize 
surface damage and cleaning.

Comfort
Holistic well-being you can feel, see, and hear 
begins with impact-absorbent, soothing wood-
look multi-purpose flooring for aerobic, fitness, 
and yoga areas, then continues with rubber 
flooring in cardio & weight rooms that provides 
cushion underfoot and quiets the sound of heavy 
weight drops. 
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Decathlon + Decathlon Design

Woodflex™

Precision Inlay™ with Super Nop® 52

Play for every space

The world is your playground – and Matter Surfaces has curated flooring with the stamina, 
performance, and aesthetic to execute your design for play in every space.

Weight Rooms & Fitness
A space of strength and confidence calls for durable rubber floors 
that absorb shocks, resist slips, and withstand heavy weights. Plus, 
the long-lasting flooring mutes the sound of weight drops so lifters 
and runners can focus on upping the intensity.

Multi-Purpose
The utility player of the Play Collection, multi-purpose flooring 
supports spaces that host all types of activity, like cafetoriums and 
gymnasiums. With vibrant colorways, natural-looking materials 
that mimic wood and stone, and hygienic properties, our multi-
purpose picks are flexible enough to fit your space’s unique usage, 
environmental, and visual specs. Win-win-win.

Locker Rooms & Pools
Water is the heart of wellness, yet its health & safety challenges 
make it an unwelcome addition to your floors. Minimize risk and 
maximize cleanliness with slip-resistant flooring that is antifungal 
and easy to clean. So water stays where you want it and drains 
where you don’t. 

Interior Solutions
Play opens the door to creativity, and often to design challenges 
that call for creative thinking. Our collection includes turf for 
indoor soccer fields, protection for basketball gyms that double as 
auditoriums and dance halls, and customizable mats that serve as 
refined brand reflections or as bold champions of school spirit. Let 
your design – and athletes – run wild. 

Outdoor Solutions
With fresh air, natural light, and a crisp breeze, Mother Nature offers 
an invigorating invitation to play. Flooring that stands up to her 
more destructive elements – frost, rain, and UV rays– and provides 
impact absorption for playground safety is all the encouragement 
we need for year-round outdoor activity.



Decathlon Tile

Weight Rooms + Fitness
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Weight Rooms + Fitness

Spectation

Spikes, weights, and cardio machines are 
no sweat for durable rubber flooring. 

Product Highlights:
–Impact absorption
–Sound reduction
–Spike and blade resistance
–Heavy weight durability
–Range of colors and patterns with 

customization available

Recommended Products:
–Domination & Domination Extreme
–Combination Sport Tile
–Decathlon
–Decathlon Design
–Spectation™
–Activation Sport Tile
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Domination and Domination Extreme

We recommend it because: it comes in a range of saturated colors for high impact, is durable 
to withstand heavy weights and fitness equipment, is shock absorbent and spike and blade 
resistant.  

Scan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.

Rush Red Game GoldOffense Orange Goal Green

Blast Blue Power PurpleBlitz Blue Grit Gray

Combination Sport Tile

We recommend it because: its waffle backing absorbs shock and reduces sound, it is 
extremely durable and long-lasting, and its surface is easy to clean.

Scan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.

MohaveRed

Beige/BrownBlue / Gray

Adriatic

Black

AmazonRed/Gray

GrayBeige

Blue
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Decathlon
Roll + Tile

TanRed YellowMochaccino Green

Gray/BlueBlue GrayPurple Black

Decathlon Design
Roll + Tile

We recommend it because: its non-laminated surface offers the outstanding slip-resistance 
of Decathlon, yet also offers higher color concentrations to create designs that accent or 
enhance interior spaces.

Raspberry Splash

Lunar Light

CloverToasted Almond Tide

We recommend it because: its non-laminated surface offers outstanding slip-resistance even 
when wet, and is shock absorbent and resistant to spikes and blades. 

Scan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.

Scan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.
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Spectation™

We recommend it because: its hammered finish and multicolor speckle design offer a unique 
look in many colorways, and it is shock absorbent.

GatoradeRed Snapper Blue FinNauticalBlaze Pheasant

Gray CastTrout GeorgetownSwordfishBunker Plankton

Scan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.

Activation Sport Tile

We recommend it because: it is exceptionally durable for weight rooms with very heavy 
weights and weight-lifting platforms, and has a waffle backing for shock absorption and sound 
reduction.

Chili Pepper Red

Latte

Gray

JuniperBlue

TwilightIron

Tan

Midnight BlackSea Salt

Espresso

Crystal

SlateSilver

Blue / Gray

Scan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.



Woodflex™

Multi-Purpose
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Multi-Purpose

Woodflex™

The MVPs of design that rise to your 
expectations for multi-use spaces.

Product Highlights:
–Natural-look and colorful designs
–Healthy properties
–Flexibility to support multiple uses

Recommended Products:
–Woodflex™ + Gameflex®
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Woodflex™ + Gameflex®

MapleCamaru Silver Oak Orange Green

NavyBlue GrayTeal

We recommend it because: it comes in both vibrant, fun colorways and realistic wood 
looks, with the hygienic, antibacterial properties of synthetic floor that make it an outstanding 
solution for multipurpose spaces.

Scan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.

Woodflex™



SaniPath™

Locker Rooms + Pools
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Locker Rooms + Pools

Ducktile

Where water is a source of wellness, not 
liability.

Product Highlights:
–Comfortable slip-resistance
–Will not promote microbial growth
–Easy to clean and store

Recommended Products:
–SaniPath™
–Ducktile
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SaniPath™

We recommend it because: its slip-resistant, UV-resistant design provides instant 4-way 
water damage and is comfortable for bare feet. Plus, it is easy to handle for storage and 
cleaning, and can be easily cleaned with an alkaline cleaning fluid.

Scan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.

Light Blue Shadow GreySand

Ducktile

We recommend it because: its flexible, anti-slip surface provides safety and drainage in areas 
where standing water is present, it is easy to install with a simple click system.

Scan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.

Buff BlackOxford Blue



Precision Inlay™ with Super Nop® 52

Interior Solutions
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Interior Solutions

Precision Inlay™ with Super Nop® 52

For designs and uses that aren’t limited by 
four walls.

Product Highlights:
–Customizable designs
–Safe flooring protection for multi-use 

spaces
–Long-lasting turf with added comfort

Recommended Products:
–Precision Inlay™ with Super Nop® 52
–Pro Shield
–Activ Turf Pro
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Precision Inlay™ with Super Nop® 52

We recommend it because: computer technology scans your logo or image, then cuts 
exact inlays to reproduce crisp, bold, and colorful designs on high-performance matting that 
withstands heavy foot traffic. Available in a range of sizes from small logo mats to wall-to-wall 
applications.

Scan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.

OrangeBright Red Gold

WalnutSterling Zinc

PurpleTurquoise

Charcoal Azure

Additional colorways are available.  See Page xx for all colors in product line.

Pro Shield

We recommend it because: giant-sized protective tiles are easy to handle for quick set-up 
and break-down, and they lie flat on top of existing gym flooring to avoid unsightly wrinkles or 
potential trip-hazard ripples.

BlueGray AnthraciteScan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.
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Activ Turf Pro

We recommend it because: this non-infill turf product is designed with a cushioned foam 
backing is less abrasive than nylon or polypropylene and provides superior wear resistance.

Scan code to learn 
more and order 

samples.

Red OrangeRed Clay GreenYellow

Florida Blue GrayWhite Black

Activ Turf Pro
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Specifications
Domination™ & Domination™ Extreme
Page 12

Features –High color and high impact rubber flooring for supercharged training facilities
–Block manufacturing produces high density top surface that is extremely durable and easy to clean 
–Endures the impact of heavy weights and fitness equipment
–Shock absorbent, spike and blade resistant
–More than 50% recycled rubber in each tile
–Common Uses – strength training facilities, weight rooms, ice arenas, ski areas, fitness centers, health clubs

Material Laminated rubber with 100% post-consumer black recycled rubber and EPDM rubber granules
Also available with dual-density cushion backing

Tile Size Square Edge: 38” x 38” 
Interlocking: 37” x 37”

Total Thickness 10 mm (approx 3/8”) 
12 mm (approx 1/2”)
20 mm (approx 3/4”)* 
22 mm (approx 7/8”)*

Wear Layer Thickness 4 mm (approx. 3/16”)   
6 mm (approx. 1/4”)*

Weight 10 mm = Approximately 2.54 lbs/sq ft 
12 mm = Approximately  2.99 lbs/sq ft
20 mm = Approximately 5.30 lbs/sq ft (Solid Black)* 
20 mm = Approximately 5.60 lbs/sq ft (all colors except Solid Black)*
22 mm = Approximately 5.85 lbs/sq ft (Solid Black)* 
22 mm = Approximately 6.20 lbs/sq ft (all colors except Solid Black)*

Custom Colorful inlaid logos available, consult our Product Specialists for details.

*Specifications for Domination™ Extreme

Goal Green

Grit Gray

Offense Orange

Power Purple

Rush Red

Solid Black**

**Available in Domination™ Extreme

Blast Blue Blitz BlueGame Gold

Logos

Combination Sport Tile
Page 13

Features –Waffle backing for sound reduction and impact absorption
–Easy-to-clean surface
–Extremely durable and long lasting
–Dowel connection system allows for free-floating installation
–No adhesive necessary
–Available in 1-1/2” thickness for free weight stations and 1” for cardio areas
–Common Uses–strength training facilities, fitness centers

Material 100% post-consumer recycled SBR, EPDM rubber and polyurethane binder

Tile Size 24” x 24”

Total Thickness 1-1/2", also available in 1” for cardio equipment applications

Wear Layer Thickness 6 mm

Weight 1-1/2” – 5.75 lbs/sq ft  (23 lbs/tile) 
1” – 4.5 lbs/sq ft  (18 lbs/tile)

Sound Insulation (ASTM E492) FIIC 61 

Slip Resistance (ASTM C1028) 0.79 Dry and 0.81 Wet

Recycled Content 100% Black: 89% post-consumer 
20% color: 0.5% pre-consumer, 87.4% post-consumer 
50% color: 1.4% pre-consumer, 82.9% post-consumer 
90% color: 3% pre-consumer, 74.9% post-consumer

MohaveRed

Beige/BrownBlue / Gray

Adriatic

Black

AmazonRed/Gray

GrayBeige

Blue
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Specifications
Decathlon
Page 14

Decathlon Design
Page 15

Features –Shock absorbent, spike and blade resistant
–Non-laminated surface offers outstanding slip-resistance, even 

when wet
–Colored EPDM rubber granules never wear away
–Common Uses–health clubs, weight rooms, ice arenas, ski areas, 

retail stores, anti-fatigue work stations

–Create colorful designs to accent or enhance any interior
–Customize patterns and colors
–Non-laminated surface offers outstanding slip resistance, even 

when wet
–Common Uses–retail stores, office and commercial buildings, 

schools, entrances, sports facilities

Material Black recycled rubber with EPDM colored granules Black recycled rubber with EPDM colored granules

Roll Size 9mm = 4’ x lengths up to 50 lin ft 4’ x lengths up to 50 lin ft

Thickness Standard: 9mm
Additional: 4, 6, 8 or 12 mm

9 mm

Standard Weight 9 mm = 2 lbs/sq ft 2 lbs/sq ft

Slip Resistance (ASTM D2047) 0.90 (ASTM D2047) 0.9

Recommended Installation Glue down Glue down

Recycled Content Mochachino = 4.12% pre-consumer and 73% post-consumer
All other colors = 2.09% pre-consumer and 81.9% post-consumer

9% pre-consumer and 56% post-consumer

Minimum Order 20 lin ft 20 lin ft

Decathlon Decathlon Design

TanRed

Yellow

Mochaccino

Green

Gray/Blue

Blue

GrayPurple

Black

Raspberry Splash

Lunar Light

CloverToasted Almond

Tide

Spectation
Page 16

Features –Hammered finish and multicolor speckle design
–Shock absorbing backing 
–Common Uses–health clubs, weight rooms, ice arenas, ski areas, locker rooms, rest rooms, recreation and multipurpose facilities

Material Dual durometer vulcanized rubber, made with 25% pre-consumer recycled rubber

Tile Size Square Edge Tile = 39.37” x 39.37” 
Interlocking Tile = 38.58” x 38.58”

Top Layer Thickness 2.5 mm

Total Thickness Square Edge Tile = 9 mm 
Interlocking Tile = 9 mm

Weight Square Edge Tile = 2.4 lbs/sq ft 
Interlocking Tile = 2.2 lbs/sq ft

Critical Radiant Flux (ASTM E648) Class 1

Chemical Resistance (EN423) No Change

Minimum Order Minimum order quantities may apply

GatoradeRed Snapper Blue FinNauticalBlaze Pheasant

Gray CastTrout GeorgetownSwordfishBunker Plankton
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Specifications
Activation Sport Tile
Page 17

Features –Waffle backing for sound reduction and shock absorption
–Unique composite structure for superior durability and wear resistance
–Extremely durable and long lasting
–Dowel connection system allows for free floating installation
–No adhesive necessary
–Great solution for extremely heavy weights
–Common Uses–fitness facilities, strength training facilities

Material 100% recycled SBR with either recycled SBR or EPDM top wear layer

Tile Size 24” x 24”

Weight 4.5 lbs/sq ft  (18 lbs/tile)

Total Thickness 1”

Sound Insulation (ASTM E492) FIIC 50

Critical Radiant Flux (ASTM E648 ) Class 2: 0.22 – 0.44 w/cm2

Accessories Dowels: each tile contains 6 dowels to secure the tile in place. Dowels are inserted into factory molded holes and the tiles are driven 
together using a wooden block or mallet.

Recycled Content Varies by color and SBR or EPDM intensity. Please contact our Product Specialists for more information.

Chili Pepper Red

Latte

Gray

JuniperBlue

TwilightIron

Tan

Midnight BlackSea Salt

Espresso

Crystal

SlateSilver

Blue / Gray

Woodflex™ + Gameflex®

Page 22

Features –Woodflex: Realistic wood look with benefits of a synthetic floor; hygienic, antibacterial properties 
–Gameflex: Vibrant, fun colors complement Woodflex
–Low maintenance costs–never needs sanding or refinishing 
–Excellent shock absorbency to protect athletes
–Extremely hygienic; non-porous surface has bactericidal and fungicidal treatment
–Common Uses–multipurpose recreation facilities, gymnasiums, church/assembly halls, dance studios and aerobics/fitness studios

Material High performance vinyl

Roll Size 6.7 mm: 6’7” x 65’7”
8.0 mm: 6’7” x 49’2”

Top Layer Thickness 1.3 mm

Total Thickness 6.7 mm, *Available in 8 mm

Weight 6.7 mm: 0.84 lbs/sq ft 
8 mm: 0.88 lbs/sq ft

Game Lines Use urethane paints for game line painting

MapleCamaru Silver Oak

NavyBlue Gray

Orange Green Teal

Woodflex™

Gameflex®
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SaniPath™
Page 28

Features –Comfortable for bare feet
–Provides slip resistance
–Antimicrobial and antifungal additives are 

infused during production
–UV-Resistant
–Instant 4-way water drainage
–Easy handling for cleaning and storage
–Minimum 30% post-consumer recycled PVC 

content
–Common Uses–rooftops, decks, locker rooms, 

showers/stalls, poolside, jacuzzis, docks, 
anywhere there is wet flooring

Material Open grid PVC matting with slip-resistant surface, 
antibacterial/antifungal properties, and instant 
4-way water drainage

Roll Sizes 2’ x 33’, 3’ x 33’, 4’ x 33’

Thickness 3/8”

Weight 0.75 lbs/sq ft 

Recycled Content 30% post-consumer

Ducktile™
Page 29

Features –Flexible anti-slip drainage tiles provide comfort 
and safe footing in wet areas

–Anti-bacterial properties prevent mildew
–UV stabilized
–Easy to install with a simple click design
–Common Uses–pool surroundings, health clubs, 

locker rooms, shower areas, hot tubs, saunas, 
scrub sinks, restrooms

Material 100% recyclable PE composite

Style Molded interlocking tile with drop-through 
construction

Backing Drop through

Size approximately 15” x 15”

Case Pack 35 tiles/case

Thickness 3/8"

Options 14.8” x 2.2” edge strip, 2.2” x 2.2” corner strip

Light BlueBuff Shadow GreyBlack SandOxford Blue

SaniPath™ Ducktile™

Specifications
Super Nop® 52
Page 34

Precision Inlay™ with Super Nop® 52
Page 34

Features –Unbeatable resistance to wear, UV and staining (bleach, salt, 
permanent ink, coffee, red juice, betadine and more)

–52 oz. heavy weight pile and large nop design provides 
outstanding scrubbing action

–Needlepunch construction provides optimal crush resistance
–Edges will not unravel or fray
–Common Uses—corridors, entryways, vestibules, lobbies, sports 

facilities

–Computer technology scans your logo or image, then cuts exact 
inlays to reproduce crisp, bold and colorful designs

–Withstands high foot traffic
–Inlay process accurately reproduces fonts and images
–Common Uses–retail stores, malls, commercial settings, hotels, 

hospitals

Material Solution-dyed UV stabilized polypropylene fibers

Backing High density rubber

Roll Sizes 6’ 7” x 101’ 8” 
13’ 2” x 101’ 8”

For custom sizes/artwork requirements, 
contact sales support at 1-800-628-7462

Total Weight 93 oz/sq yd

Pile Weight 52 oz/sq yd

Thickness 1/2”

Steel Blue Brown

Walnut

AutumnMidnight BlueCharcoal ChocoAzure Sterling

Zinc

Super Nop® 52

TaupeLoden Beige SandNatural Forest

RosewoodHunter Green Garnet CrimsonBurgundy

Black Royal BluePurple Kelly Green Sky BlueTurquoise

Bright Red OrangePink Gold WhiteYellow

Super Nop® 52 Logo
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Pro Shield
Page 35

Features –Giant-sized tiles protect gym floors
–Easy to handle for quick set up and break down
–Plus Backing keeps floors clean 
–Common Uses–universities, multipurpose 

facilities, convention halls

Material 100% solution-dyed polypropylene

Tile Size 39-3/8" x 78-3/4"

Thickness 6 mm

Weight 91.4 oz/sq yd

Slip Resistance (ASTM C1028) 0.61 Dry and 0.54 Wet

Activ Turf Pro
Page 36

Features –Non-infill turf product with cushioned foam 
backing ideal for indoor sports training facilities 
and gym applications

–Textured polyethylene is less abrasive than nylon 
or polypropylene surface and provides superior 
wear resistance

–Available in 8 color options and can be 
customized with logos and field markings

Fiber Material Polyethylene

Secondary Backing 5.0mm urethane foam with scrim

Roll Sizes 15’ × 50’  
15’ × 100’

Fiber Mass 5,600 denier

Pile Height 0.56”

Face Weight 40 oz/sq yd

Gray AnthraciteBlue

Pro Shield Activ Turf Pro

Red OrangeRed Clay

GreenYellow Florida Blue

White Gray Black

Specifications
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